Mental Health Counseling Internship and Career Fair

The WSAS, along with four other colleges and 12 social services agencies, hosted 75 students on October 23, offering information and advice on careers in the field of mental health counseling. Agency representatives and NY Mental Health Counseling Association President Bob Eschenauer and Executive Director Judith Ritterman met with students.

Profitable Careers in Nonprofit

The Baruch Corporate Communication Student Association, together with WSAS Graduate Career Services, hosted a presentation on October 15 by Nancy Schwartz, highly regarded consultant and blogger in the nonprofit sector, on how to land a marketing or communications position at a mission-driven organization.

“It was refreshing for Corporate Communication MA students to learn from and ask questions to Nancy Schwartz regarding the vast opportunities in the nonprofit sector. I was particularly interested in practitioners’ strategic responses to marketing and the role of brand in cause-related organizations.”

—KHIARA MCMILLIN, MA ’16
Lunch with the Dean

The first in a series of lunches for students with Dean Jeffrey Peck was held on October 16. Stay tuned for the second one next semester.

“I am a first-year graduate student and thought ‘Oh, I can have a lunch with the Dean, sounds cool.’ However, whether it was the food or the participants, the atmosphere was comfortable for me to share my views about international student recruitment in my country, and thoughts about Baruch College. Dean Peck strongly encouraged me to transfer those ideas into a real contribution to the college, and introduced me to professors who oversee related areas. I’m glad I came and was able to share some thoughts.”

CHIN-TSUNG WANG, MA ’16

Industrial/Organizational Psychology Panel

The WSAS also teamed up with the MS Industrial/Organizational Psychology Student Association at Baruch on November 5 to offer students an invaluable career planning panel. Alumni working in the field were on hand to speak with students ready to embark on a career in organizational development.

“I appreciated the panel of alumni professionals who spoke candidly about their journeys from graduation to moving up the ladder to where they are now. They really drove the point home about the importance of networking and staying in touch with your alma mater.”

JESSICA MALAVEZ, MS ’15

BECOMING THE BOSS BOOK SIGNING

The first 100 students to arrive at the October 2 book signing with Lindsay Pollack, author of Becoming the Boss: New Rules for the Next Generation of Leaders, received a free, signed book. One of the world’s leading experts on training, managing and marketing to the Millennial generation, Pollack shared her personal experience on how to become a successful boss to employees who belong to a generation driven by technology.